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The effect of collective housing on the formation of communities and its factors. —Based on a comparative analysis of the collective residence and the conventional residence in public housing for people from the same previous communities—Shinko SASAKI, Katsuyo UENO and Emi MURATANI

Trends of apartment house enterprises and attitudes of developers towards residential environments. —Through interviews with developers having achievements in the hanahin area after the quake—Tetsu TAKUDA, Shigekazu SUGIYAMA and Hidemichi ONO

Mother’s preference for childcare support and needs for housing in the multiple dwellings provided with childcare facilities and services.—Yukiko OTANI, Atsuko SETO and Tomoko TANAKA

The group dynamics of children and the structure of the places composed by them. A study on architectural planning of “free schools” part 2. —Yoshinori KAKINO, Masafumi SUZUKI, Masahiko HATSUMI and Yasushi NAGASAWA

Research on changes and present condition of the distribution in a south korean public hall. —Yungcho JANG, Hiroyuki SHIMIZU and Atsushi OTSUKI

A study on practice fields of city band. Possibility of the multi-purpose use of public facilities in an area.—Naoi SHIBAHARA, Hiroyuki SHIMIZU and Atsushi OTSUKI

The classification and distribution of the level type horizontal member of construction system in eurasia. —A case study of group homes in china Shigero WAKAYAMA, tsuguro Imai, Sachiko MIYAJI, Keisuke ITAGA and Yoshinori NAKAJIMA

Study on the characteristics of children’s environmental behavior and their places. Based on their growing stages at a nursery (1).—Asuka YAMADA, Jun UENO and Eime TOTARI

Design education with scripting.—Takashi KUMURA and Hitoshi WATANABE

A survey of the layout of the terraces for comfortable wind flow and various uses in the high density village on a sea of palawan island in the philippines. —Takanori ANDO, Hideki WAGATSUMA and Nobuhito SUZUKI

The influence of environmental factors on distance perception along urban streets.—Motoaki KAMIYAMA, Ryuzo OHNO and Masashi SOEDA

Study on the external image of chinese and japanese architectural image. —Analysis for the multistory building by chinese. —Takahito LIU, Shigeru NAKAMURA and Toshinosuke KONISHI

A study on basic principle for the layout of buildings in haho village, korea.—Shingo HONMA, Akira HAYANO, taesun AUM, Masanori SUGAWARA, Junha HWANG, myungsup CHUNG, geunyoung DOH and myungkwon LEE

Considerations on modular measures in the layout of courtyard settlement quarters of patan city. —A study on the planning modules of kathmandu valley towns (part II).—Moham PANT and Shujie FUNO

An analysis on change of enterchange structure by commutation in local urban region. A case study in fukui urban region.—Bunkun RAG, Yoshihito KIRIuchi and Yasuhito SAKURAI

Office migration model with outside zone.—Yoshitsugu AOKI and Tomohiro SEKIUCHI

A study of paratransit public transportation system in a regional core city of developing country. —A case study of songtaew in khonkaen, thailand.—Tetsuya ANDO, Pichai UMTUAPAJOON, Reiko ONO and Shunsuke FURUKISHI

A study on the enforcement process and the continuity of original urban plan formed before world war II. —In the case of nagano toshikakekaku planning from 1930 to 1969.—Jun-ichiro ASANO

Study of relations between surrounding environments and group homes for elderly people with dementia. —Group homes in chinese pref. —Umedaran WAGASHI, Satoke SOYAMA and Chieko UMEKI

Theoretical consideration on the restoring force of the land-use pattern on the city.—Yoshitsugu AOKI

A study on forming process of housing style in postwar japan. Analysis on the plan types of the competitions of “shin-kenchiku”.—Keiko ITAGA and Naoko OHKAGE

A study on the elevator installation in an existing public lease apartment. —Focusing on the stairs room type elevator.—Toshikazu TSUJI and Shinobu FUJITA

Transition of the lifetime of wooden houses since 1980. —Hiroki TSUTSUMI and Yukio KOMATSU

Restoration of “kotoshu” (sub-castle-tower) in yonago castle.—In late edo period.——Yukai KANAZAWA

The relation between building costs and donations by the construction donations on the end of modern townhouses. —Case study of ueda house (1934), hashimoto, wakayama.—Osamu UMEJIMA, Ikko HIRAYAMA and Tatsuo MIFUNE

On the scale and feature of zuisenji temple in the medieval ages.—Shoriichi NOMURA

Role of painters in rebuilding the imperial palace in the traditional style. Study of the imperial palace in the kamei era (I).—Kazuo IWAMA, Setsuko NAKAJIMA, Kiyoshi UEHARA and Naoki TANI

Linear quality in gotic architecture. —Study on the process of linearization (part I).—Tatsuki SATO

Topological structure of “mortal place” in “eigamongatari”.—Kenji NISHIMURA

A study on the transformation and development of the ogakumon-jo of the imperial palace in the medieval and early modern ages. ——Masaya FUJITA

The formation and significance of kakegawa and kikugai. —The urban space of edo and tokyo in the transition from early modern ages to modern times. —Masumi MATSUMA

Coventry cathedral reconstruction: the preservation of ruins and the style of new cathedral.—Sumiko EBARA

Discussion on research activity published as “the possibility of housing condition improvement system through management of existing housing stock”.—Chihiro SEKIWA

The author’s answer to discussion by chihiro sekiwawa.—Koichi ISHIZAKA, Noriyuki BANSEI and Takashi OMI
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